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The report deal.a with the acceleration and intensification 
of the dl.•astic economic reform in the Soviet Union. 

The way of reforming turned·out to be much more complicated 
than it was assumed to be at the beginning of perestroika. The 
crisis covered many structures of the society. Inflation and 
depres~ion manifest themselves in the form of the total deficit, 
agiotage demand of the popul.ation, negative rates of the 
production dynamics, reduction of the labour and contracted dis
cipline, gowth of prices. Unbalance af th~ economy, unbal&.11ce in 

the market of gooda an.d services have amounted to the high level. 
At the same time, development of the cooperatives as-a new market 
sector in 1989 was characterized by the explosive nature. This 
spurt was accompanied by the outlays, negative features and 
obstacles in some regions of the country. 

The legislation-specified equality of all forms of property, 
establishment of the conditions for competition, £ormation of 
business-making, small business, anti.monopolization, new systems 
of taxes, reforms of the prices, banking credit-finance system, 
establishment of the powerful system for the social protection 
of the population, all these factors in combination determine 
the objectively required and, concurrently, difficult and drastic 
turning to the market. . 
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Situation in economics. 
The SoTiet economics is ess~ially the most complicated 

complex characterized by the ramified multiindustry and regional. 
s-C-ucture. The national wealth of the Soviet Union is in excess 
of fotn'" billion roubles. 

The present depression state of the society and economics is 
caused by the negative processes of the prof otmd nature and inve
terate heritage of the past. The possibilities of growth due to 
the extensive factors have been exhausted. 

The situation in the agricultural-and-industrial complex is 

unfavourable. The latter governs the comsumption possibilities 
directly and indirectly by 65 to 70 percent. The capital outlays 
allocated for development of the agricul ttn'"e failed to produce 
the required repayment, deficit of food products has become chro
nic. The revenues of the part of the population (in particular, 
the pensioners) turned out to be below the subsistence wage. fhe 
principles of the socialist distribution were violated. The ele
ments of the social tension have become to manifest themselves 
in a drastic manner., The social activity has gone down •. The crisis 
has not avoided culttn'"e, spiritual sphere, family_, 

1989 witnessed the implementation of some measures aimed at 
the structural changes, social reorientation of the e~onomics and 
improvement of finance. The new methods of management were being 
mastered, i.e. contract, lease, cooperation, individual labour 
activity. About 1,500 joint ventures were registered. Along with 
the Soviet partners the firms and organizations of 60 countries 
take part in setting up the ventures. The :foreign capital bas 
amounted to several billion dollars. 

In 1989 the rates of increaae of the consumer goods output 
surpassed the similar indices as regards the means of prod·uction. 
Implemented are the mea.,sures aimed at raising the living stan
dards of the people including the field of public health and 
education, improvement of the provisions of pensions and payment 
for work. The increase of the gross national product amounted to 
3 percent, that of the ~roduced national income, 2.4 percent, 
productivity of the social labour, 2.3 percent. 

But the key parameters have failed to meet the requirements 
of the society, the grown social expectations of the people. 
~oreover, some negative phenomena have continued to increase. In 

some cases, the dictates of the producers have increased, 
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monopolisfil and group egotism have intensified. The higher profit 
(in 1989 it amounted to 270.6 milliard roubles as rege.rds the 
national economy) was received by the producers easily in many 
cases, i.e. due to the increase of the prices. The state expen
diture in 1989 exceeded its revenue by 92 milliard roubles. As 
compared to 1988, emission has increased by about 60 percent. 

Inflation bas amounted to 7.5 to 12 percent. Inspite of the 
increase of the goods production, the situation of meeting the 
population demand reD!B.ins unsatisfactory. The gap between th~ 
rates of growth of the population financial incomes, on the one 
band, and the commodity mass, on the other hand, ha~ increased: 
in 1989 the increment of all financial incomes amounted to 
64 milliard roubles, whereas that of the commodity mass, to 
37 milliard roubles only. (Por the sake of comparison, in 1988 
41 and 25 milliard roubles, respectively). The total deficit has 
dominated on the consumer market. Out of 1, 100 major consumer 
goods less than 100 articles have been continuously available on 
a free sale. The unsatisfied demand of the population for the 
goods and services in 1989 and 1990 was estimated to be equal to 
165 to 200 milliard roubles. 

The inadequate quality of the products hinoers the export 
possibilities. The fuel and raw resol.U'ces continue to prevail 
in the export deliveries. 1989 witnessed the negative trade 
balance amounting to 2 milliard roubles. 

As estimated, the property and funds of the shadow economics 
amount to 200 to 300 milliard roubles. 

Within the framework of the government economics improvement 
program 1990 is assumed to play the key part. Adopted are the 
law of property, the law of land, the fundamentals of the legisla
tion on lease and lease relations. Preparation of the reform as
sociated with the price·formation, labot.n" payment and social wel
fare systems is under way. Created are the conditions for forming 
the market, anti~onopoly control and competition. 

The ~ost important objective is the stabilization of the 
circulation of ~oney. Expanded are the supply of the goods and 
services, Wlconventional channels·of attracting the population 
means, the market of securities is being formed. 

The component pa1:t of the econo1.1.:..cs improvement is the 
stabilization of the foreign debt, reform of the export and iffiport 
structure. 
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Faced are the unprecedented by their complexity the long-term 
and present targets which demand the radically new sclutions with 
due regard to the world experience. The main thing is to get the 
soc~ety and economics out of the crisis and depression. 

Transition to market. 

The urgent necessity of turning to the market economy has 
become imminent. At the same time there exists the opposite point 
of view, i.e. of the need for return to the attitudes of 1985, 
to the proven methods and techniques worked out to the last de
tail. The administrative and command system has not been broken 
yet, the longing for the past still persists. Th~ crisis has 
intensi!ied, during January-March, 1990 as compared to the same 
period of the last year the national income has decreased by 
about 1 percent, the commercial production has dropped, whereas 
the population revenues have increased by 15 percent. 

It is important to view the consequences likely to be brought 
about by the market. For this purpose, the study.has covered the 
experie~ce of arranging the social and market economy in the FRG, 
Japan, Sweden, Poland (the "shock therapy" method). It is easier 
to set up the market in the conditions of the sound economics 
with the total defici·i; non-existent. 

Using the package of the laws and documents, the government 
inteuds to de~onstrate its determination to act more vigorously. 
The very names of the laws confirm this, i.e. "On Freedom of 
Current Business and Development of Business-Making", "On Funda
mentals of Antimonopoly Legislation in the USSR", "On Foreign 
Investments on the Territory of the i.JSSR", "On llatural Tax in 
.Agriculture", etc. ~uite novel economic conditions are being 
created. 

In the new conditiops the enterprises acquire the higher 
freedom in business-making. The new featuref; include the status 
of the manager for the state-rwi enterprises and the business-ma
kir.g honolll' code for the cooperatives. Provision is made for 
amendments to the law of _cooperation which, in particular, curb 
the transfer of the ·::ri tten-order mea.."ls into cash, envisage the 
existence of ~he co:n:~on pay accoWlt, ?iriorities in the supply 
of rescurcP.s tc :~e cooperatives wor:-::..:tg at the state priceso 
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In the conditions of transition to the market and ~nflation 

of decisive importance is the social protection of the ;c~:.Uation, 
for instance, the system of compensations and indexing oi the 
population revenues. Y/he.t should be taken first of all into ~c
count in inflation: the growth of the prices, inaccessibility to 
the goods or their poor quality~ What is the way of introcucing 
the compensations: pP.rsonally or covering the entire labour pay
ment fund! The totally new problems associated with unemploy~ent 
arise. New points come into being, i.e. how to crea'be-the systeQ 
of the public work allowances, the problems of giving a ~efres~er 
course to the personnel. What should the systems of the social 
and psychological supfiort of the tmemployed be? Subsidies to the 

~ ~ 

poor ~ Help to the homeless ~ 
The prices are the most rapid regulator. They are transformed 

into revenues, accmnulations, investments. If drastically inc
reased, they can calm down the market. 

The reform of the price formation system should be basically 
effected in the direction of the worl l market prices, stimulation. 
of the scie??t.:.fic and engineering in=:0vations, balance in the 
market. 

The structure of the prices and their level are undergoing 
changes in terms of all redistributions beginning with the fu~l 
and metal and ending with thE purchase and retail prices. ~he 
goverrenent decision on stabilization of the con.sumer market 
solves the problem within the framework of 1990. The prices of 
the socially-important goods will remain unchanged. as rag~rds 
so~e principal food-stuffs and the situation in 1991 as a whole, 
provision is oade for various alternatives. Likely is the preser
vation of the coupon-card system in distribution of meat and 
some other food-stuffs for the people with a low income. Other 
alternative is to raise..the price of meat to the market level 
but with the mandatory full compensation for the low-inco~e 
groups of tne population. 

The S~preme Soviet has discussed the bills on taxes, i.e. 
t~t hills cove=ing ~ne profit (revenues) of the enterprises a~d 
personal L"'lCOi:'!e of t!1e ;lOpulation •. 

c,,:-1trcl of t:i.e credit disco1mt r .. :es is required. :'ht? c::e:.!. "': 

si'J~ld lose th:'.' .free Zl!'lture:, a.c'iuire .:e paid .ot8"tus. 'I.r..e c.!'e,;: t 

st:.ould b~ used to i.nfluence the structural changes i:-i the 
~~tion~l eccno~y. 
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Decisions will be taken on the specif'ic issues, i.e. c~63..~iza

tion of the food-stuffs supply to the population in :ie ccndi
tions of the market relations, the social protec~~on 0f ~~e low
-income citizens in transitj_on to the market rel~tions, -;;!1e 
changes in the 1990 plan and budget. 

Cooperatives, new business-making. 

The move to the civilized market with characteristic ~echani
zati\lll eleme~ts cannot be simple in the society whose development 
was interrupte~ by the subjective experiments and violation of the 
economic laws. Hence, transition to the market will be extremely 
complicated. The·initial stage of the transition period in 1969 
and 1990 on completion of the quest stage of perestroika has 
confirmed the above-said. The surges and fall-offs are i;:::.~inent 

in the public consciousness. The response in different socio-eco
nomic-groups of the population, political parties, non-formal for
mations is diversif'ied. 

The hesitations anG doubts as regards the chosen path after 
the general euphoria (as perestroika --:as waited for such a long 

• 
time) have started to slacken the pac: of the move, the pointed-
ness of the decisions. But the return to the old attitudes which 
supported the dictates of the top and centre in the command and 
a~'ilinistrative system means catastrophe. 

Decrease of the rates of dyna."?lics, efficiency of t~e current 
cusL~ess, LObalanced-to-the-limit consumer sector, empty counters, 
total deficit (about 90 to 95 percent), agiotage de::iand exist 
next to ::ie "trade" distribution using the coupons, transformed 
into shering the cash on the spot. aith the onslaught of the 
black ::ia=~et a~ded, we obtain the picture that depicts the sitL:.a
ticn of the end of i989 a."ld the beginning of 1390. 

~hat is 3head~ Improvement of the econo~ics, stabilizatio~ 
of the cons"..Uiler ::-;e.rket, '"introduction of the package of the la':1s 

1eter~i~ing ~ne b~sis of the law-governed state develop~ent~ 
Society being =e~orr. :.long the way of h~r.ia~ization and ce~ocra
'tization, a d!'astic e.:::ce:eratior. of t!ie radical econo:iic ref or~_;, 
realization :.. -f t~'!e ;r:ti::ionop11ly ::ieastl1"es, for::iation of ".:he civ:.
li::~d ::ie:c.=et :-el~t::. )r .. s? Crrc:t~n to -::".e co~:-":?.3.1"' .. C. :;;r:d ~C.-:;.:.=.:..:;-';::-.::.-::::.·;1 ., 
s.:;ster;i ; 
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There j · ... only one way, i.e. the way of the cc"lsistent reform
ing, the way to the market with the certain groups of ~~e popula
tion provided with the powerful. social protection. 

Like vacuum in the business-making, the free :?arket nic~1.es 
have formed due to the unique wastefulness and :nis~anagernsnt in 
the economics established during decades. The state ~onopolism 
and the administrative and command system produced thereby pre
vailed therein. 

The land, natural resources, the factors and products of 
labour turned out to be in the entire redistribution of the re
production process without an actual master. The l~sses are li
terally everywhere, i.e. 10 to 20 percent of grain, 30 to 40 per
cent of the potato and vegetables crop, 2.5 to 3 m1n tons of 
meat and meat products, 4.5 to 5 mln tons of bread and grain 
products and so on and so forth. All this was stolen, decay~d, 
thrown away, was denied the actual use. As a result, the criterion 
of efficiency of current business and final consumption did not 
operate naturally. As is known, even .?hysiocrats· (W.Petty) be
lieved .that "mother earth is weal th £:....'"ld labour is his father". 
If' the social system does not degenerate, it cannot chronically 
transform the products of the earth and labour into the decayed 
matter. The young social system possesses the potential of puri
fication, overcoming the disease and development. In f or~ation 

of the business-making and honest competition, the cooperatives 
should play their part. ?hey unite the workers, resources and 
property that they own for the purpose of the efficient team-
work and use of the final product. Formation and functioning of 
the cooperatives is essentially the transformation of the rela
tions of the individual and !'amily (private) business-making 
as regards the collective 0V1nership and use of the property Vlith 
tae free nature of labour preserved and developed. 

According to the law of property in the USSR (Section III, 
pages 10, 13) the property of the cooperatives relates to the 
collective property. This type of property also includes the 
property of the lease en~erprises, joint-stock companies, econo
nic societies and companies, economic associations, public orga
nizations and other amalgamations being the legal 
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entities1>. The mechanism of transformation of the private pro
perty using the collective property was used in the conditions of 
the new economic policy and its curtailment. 

The concepts of privatization -prevail in the econoltli.c prae;na
tics and are realized in the form of the special progra':ls. In 

these programs the cooperatives play the part of the transforming 

mechanism •. 
The concept of the new cooperation restoration as adopted in 

the USSR drastically dif'f ers from understanding the part played 
by the cooperatives in the countries with the developed and deve
loping economics. 

The level of development of ties in cooperation of the re
lations in terms of the purely external, quantitative indications 
is higher than in the European Economic Community. But such 
"cooperation" always possessed the rigid forms of the plann.ad at
tachments of the producers to the consumers. The ptn"suit ~f the 
stable and long-term ties prevailed. As though the economic life 
stands still It is even more abstn"d in transit,f.on to the 
all-out.market relations. The actual aituation was as follows: 
the need for development of the com.~odity-money relations was 
declared. But actually their develop~ent was restrained in every 
way. The propaganda spread their interpretation that was always 
narrowed and subordinate to the plan. 

The chronically tmsatisf ied demand has also persisted for 
a long time in production of the goods, services, construction 
e.nd repair of dwellings, consultative, science-intensive activity. 

With the state property occupying the exclusive position, 
being inflexible, in particular, in the consumer sector, and 
the acute deficit, the appearance of the new cooperatives (with 
the tax sy3te1;: •<nprepared, the prices and credit abnormal, the 
soft rouble) produced i~ the society the effect of the explosive 
nature accompanied by the numerous social and economic conse
quences. The cooperatives have overcome the wage leveling, 
achieved the drastic growth of production at the free labour, 
won their economic niches. 

1)The cooperatives are set up t::U-oug.~ voluntary pooling of the 
property o~ned by the citizens and legal ~ntities. The property 
of the cooperatives is formed dm: t ') the money and other 
property contributions of their me!:l:)ers, produced goods, pro
fits received fro~ sale of the goods, and other activity 
specified in tne statute. 
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During one yea:r only (~ince 1988 till 1989) the total volume 
of the production activity and services provided by ~he coope
ratives has increased from 13 to about 41 milliard roubles. In 

200 thousands of the active cooperatives there are about 4.9 rnln 

cooperative officials and pluralized employees. The volume of 
the cooperatives activity amounted to about 4 to 5 percent of the. 
gross natlonal product (however conventional such a comparison 
may appear). The share of an employee was about 8 to 10 thousand 
roubles. And the sum of the goods and services directly supplied 
to the home market (except for the products and services for 
the enterprises under which and in which the cooperatives have 
been set up) for· the population amotmted to 1 milliard roubles. 
In re1ation to the total volume of sales of the goods and ser
vices (about 500 milliard roubles) this is about 1.4 :o 1.7 per
cent. The average monthly incoJile per an employee in the coope
ratives in 1989 was 500 to 600 roubles (versus 240 to 260 roubles 
earned by the workers and employees at the state-run enterprises 
and approximately 200 roubles earned )y the coll~ctive farmers). 
The increment of all personal income of the cooperatives in 1989 
amotmted to 13 to 14 milliard roubles or 20 percent of the total 
value of the population income growth of 64 milliard roubles. 
It is assumed that the cooperative officials took. ~he bank cash 
of 1o milliard roubles in the same year. 

Other anomalies in formation of the cooperative sector also 
took place. According to the data of the USSR State Committee for 
Statistics, in 1989 about 80 percent of the active cooperatives 
(out of about 300 thousand registered cooperatives 193.4 thousand 
cooperatives were active) we=~ formed under and in the enterprises 
About 60 percent of the basic funds which were at the disposal of 
the cooperatives were leased by the latter from the state-run 
enterprises. The cooperatives bought 60 to 65 percent of the raw .. 
and other materials from the state-run enterprises. As a result, 
about 70 percent of the cooperatives products (work, services) 
were sold to the same enterprises. 

In winding u~ the cooperative, the property left after Det
tling the acco'..L~ts with the budget, bank and other criteria is 
distributed e.:nong the cooperative ~embers. 
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The new market sector has been formed with the state sector 
occupying the dominant position and the economic ~echanis~ being 
ecle~tical. The centralized planning prevailed. The ~arket cont
rol elements were in an embryonic state and came across the power
ful obstacles •. 

Some trends, problems of growth and contradictions have :ia

nifested themselves in the new cooperative movement. Practically 
evgrywhere the number of the active cooperatives has increased 
on a whole 2.5 times, i.e. 77.j (as of January 1, 1989) to 193~4 
thousands (as of January 1, 1990), and the number of the employees 
therein, from 1.4 to 4.9 mln people, or 3.5 times._Even more 
pronounced changes have also taken place. For instance, the ni.II!l
ber of the cooperatives involved in production of the consumer 
goods has increased more than 2 times (from 16.1 to 33.7 thou
sands), and the number of their employees, 2.4 times (from 
331.8 to 793.2_thousand people). The volume of sale of these co
operatives products has increased 4.7 times (from 1.5 to 7.1 mil
liard roubles). As a result, the. output of the goods per coope
rative •amvunt(:d to 210 thousand roubles annuall3 or 88.6 thousand 
roubles per an employee. The number of the cooperatives involved 
in the public catering service, which were set up on the first 
stage rather intensely has become to decrease. It was related 
to the difficulties of supply of the raw materials, attitude of 
the local authorities. The process of sel:f-regulation was also 
active. The number of the construction and design cooperatives 
has increased more then 10 times, whereas the volume of their 
activity only during one year has increased more than 20 times 
(less the design work). The number of the agricultural coopera
tives has increased 4 times, i.e. from 2 •. 1 to 8.4 thousands_ 
at about 100 thousand persrns employed therein and the products 
worth of 610 mln rouble~. In the total vol~ue of the agricultural 
products it is even less than half percent. 

The cooperative movement depends on formation and interaction 
of various types of property and business-making • .And it is 
exactly the agricultural cooperatives (including the independent, 
f~aily cooperatives being part of the state and collective farns, 
t~e agricul~ural ~nd industrial amalg~~ations and firms) Tihich 
should be far in t:ie forefront as .ree;:.:-ds tile a':lowit and 
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initiation of business-making in the connected economic links. 
In this case, the required natural and labour, raw material and 

• product market basis is :formed in the cooperative ~ovement like, 
:for instance, in the USA, Japan, France, FRG, Sweden, etc. 

- The second link in the chain o:f :forming the market economy 
and market relations i·s represented by purchasing and processing 
the agricul.tural products. The data of the USSR State Committee 
for Statistics do not !lake it possible to determine the number 
and volume o:f activity o:f such cooperatives. Though their number 
is insignificant, the trading and purchasing cooperatives 
(6.4 thousands) have managed to sell the products worth o:f about 
1.a milliard roubles or about 300 thousand roubles per coopera
tive (26 to 27 thousand roubles per an employee). 

Many trading and purchasing and trading ~ooperatives have 
been subjected to sharp criticism. Using the total deficit in 
many towns and regions, some of them have plunged into profiteer
ing. Others have started to adul.terate the quality of the products 
and inflate the prices of the meat articles, vegetables, fruits, 
confect~onery and baked e:rticles, bee~, soft drinks. The third 
cooperatives literally like pirates "borrowed" the brands of 
the :famous :foreign :firms on the jeans, sports jackets and suits, 
bags, cosmetic kits, training footwear, etc. The justified indig
nation intensified by getting used to the wage leveling was 
i:::iposed on the "political games" of the local party and Soviet 
authorities on the eve of the elections. The objective was also 
to win the votes of the socially-deprived groups of the popula
tion, i.e. pensioners, housewives, persons having large :families, 
low-income categories of the workers and employees. That's pre
cisely how the situation progressed in Moscow, Leningrad, Kras
nodar and Krasnodar Territory. The end of 1989 and the beginning 
of 1990 witnessed the pr9cess of the forcible and, therefore, 
illegal closing-down of many cooperatives. It has become the 
subject of shar~ dispute in newspapers and magazines1>. At the 
extraordinary People's Deputies Congress in March, 1990, sharp 
accusations of lobbyism w~re put forward, on the one hand, whereas: 
on the other hand, an accusation of the die-hard conservatism, 
failure to unde.r3t~nd the logic of intesifying and accelerating 

TJT'he attitudes of "Sovetskaya Rossiya", on the one hand, and 
"2::oscow News", "Com.mersant", on the other hand, have con
·1erged. 
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the reform in the direction of forming the market and market re
lations2). 

What is exactly the cause of such contradictory estimate of 
the new cooperatives as the pioneer market sector in the public 
consciousness ? It is necessary for understanding the situation 
wherein (in the conditions of the general depression, crisis of 
the political, tconomic, intellectual and moral, family struc
tures) formation of business-making took place in our co·.:ntry. 

1989 and 1990 witnessed the evident trend of the coope~atives 
reorientation to the output of the products of the industrial 
and engineering purpose. Attachment of the cooperatives to the 
enterprises under which or in which they were set ui> is explained 
by a number of reasons. The problems of the cooperatives logis
tics were not solved in principle. The market of the means of 
production was absent, the systems of the prices and taxes, 
discount credit rates remained abnormal. The small wholesale shops 
were actually useless. The commodity exchanges, auctions, other 
elements of the market illfrastructure were absent. The state-run 
enterprises were the reliable sources for procuring the raw and 
other materials. In this situation the cooperative enterprises 
i·requently violated the law, used the weakness of the legal deeds, 
for instance, covering taxation, passed in the Union Republics 
and adopted by the local authorities. In many cases the busi
ness-making honour code was not adhered to, amalgamation with the 
state structures took place, the officials were bribed. The 
highly-qualified managers and other employees of the state-run 
industrial enterprises were enticed to the cooperatives. The 
imposed limitation on cash issue led to the fact that the coope
ratives started to bluff and not to hand over the takings to 
the banks fully. In doing so, the ready rouble was worth of three 
Vlritten-order roubles. (During that period the dollar was ... 
exchanged for 20 ·to 21 roubles in the real relationships and 
currency auctions versus the official commercial exchange of 1 

to 6.8). 

The attitude towards the positive and negative aspects of the 
cooperative movement was more weig..'1ed in "Izvestiya" newspaper. 

2) 
According to the data of "Moscow News" (No. 12, March 25, 19;0, 
page 10), as of the beginning of s~ring of 1990 about 

• 
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The state sector mostly tried to function using the prin
ciples of the state order (the defence complex managed to do 
that) and followed its "own" dimensions. Tl- smaller pa:!"t of 
the sector was taking the first steps according to the market 
laws. The third part (some state-run enterprises, many coope
ratives, private sector) interlinked with the black market, 
shadow economics, tmderground business. The fourth part of the 
enterprises, iu particular, in trade, sphere of services, const
ruction was interwoven with the abo~e three trends of ecti
vity1 >. 

~ 

It was noted in the press that in 1989 the Moscow banks 
issued cash in the amotm.t of 2.a milliard roubles to the coope
ratives. It said that the receipts of cash by the banks from the 
cooperatives amounted to only about 100 m1n roubles, i.e. about 
30 times less. True, the sums received from sa1e of products 
and services of the cooperatives in the state trade shops and 
included into· the retail commodity circulation amowit and the 
volume of the charged-for s~r7ices. The loan in~ebtedness of the 
cooper~tives on the credits received from the bank (including 
the overdue indebtedness) has increased. The guarantor enterprisei 
were interested in receiving from the cooperatives fixing the 
contracted prices and having the substantial spare means, part 
of their prof its according to the signed contracts. The takings 
for the services rendered by the cooperatives and sale of the 
commodities (including sale of the raw and other materials, etc. 
for cash down) was counted towards fulfilment of the plan 
by the enterprises on the charged-for services and output of the 
consumer goods. 

Using the total deficit and absence of competition on the 
part of the state sector (and other f orrns of property and 
business-making), the ~ooperatives and their unions transformed 
on their regional markets into monopolists of production and 

2 thousand cooperatives were closed by the decision of the 
Republican authorities in Uzbekistan, and about one thou
sand in the Krasnodar Territory. ?:lore than 200 coopera
tives were wound up in the Stavropol Territory, over 400, 
in Alrna-Ata, on a whole, in Kaz::?.khstan, about 2.3 thousands. 
The activity of the cooperatives in Kirgizia, Byelorussia, 

Moscow has been made much more fixed. In 1989 the USSR 
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and sale in 1989 and 1990 of quite a number of the consu.'ller 
goods, i.e. the sports suits, jeans clothing, fashionable 
footwear and decorations, cosmetics, con:fectionery, products 
and ser:vices in public catering. In this situation the coope-

. rative officials and persons imitating them (individuals, 
falsifiers, underground dealers) used the opportunities of 
the unique conditions in the absence of the mark6t. They 
inflated the contracted prices to maximum so as to receive the 
considerable extra profits. In doing so, the general public 
consciousness was stirred up by the right and populist anti
perestroika movements assisted by the press winning the 
readers in such strata. 

The serious researchers noted that the home reality 
did not form in most cases the expec~ed cooperation accord
ing to Lenin as the system of the civilized cooperative of
ficials of the new economic policy period and in the attrac
tive up-to-date patterms (Sweden, FRG, Hungary, USA, etc.). 
In essence, the process of forming the private and group 
bus.i.ness-making in various forms and combinations went under 

·way1>. Self-regulation is introduced into their development 
by the market, its mechanism. The 11 centre" is left with 
the strategic and social-priority vision of planning and pre
diction in terms of the structural changes, the national so
cial programs and creation of the powerful mechanism for the 
social protection of the population. 

The flexible economic control mechanism was non-existent. 
Hence, in independent determination of the trends in using 
the net profit with the taxation system disregarded the 
cooperative officials entered the considerable part of the 
means into the labour payment fund. The cooperatives com
mitted violations a§sociated with the order of registration, 
were involved in the illegal activity, actively "pumped" 
the written-order means into cash, used the labour of the 

~inistry for Finance and the USSR State Committee for Prices 
made taxation of the cooper~tives more stringent, licencing 
of the export of their products was introduced, control of 
import was intensified. 

1)It is important to introduce the concepts of real economics, 

real production and !eal (not statistical) consumption. 

p 
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pluralized persons. All that was tensely perceived by tne so
ciety. Its state was characterized by the high extent of the 

• social and political tension at the intensified crisis effects 
in the economics. At the same time, as estimated by the econo
mists, given the favourable economic conditions, the new ccope
ratives could even in 1990 bring the volume of activity to 100 

to i20 milliard roubles and sale of the goods and services di
rectly to the population to 20 to 25 milliard roubles. 

The consumer's cooperative of the Tsentrosoyuz system turned 
out to be outside the framework of reasoning. The enterprises 
of this system produce many consumer goods and sell the COI!Ldo-
di ties through their trading network in the rural and, partially, 
in the urban localities to 135 to 140 milliard roubles •. 

Creation of the real consumer's cooperative is still the 
thing of the future. 

The new cooperative generate (with all unsolved problems 
and negative aspects) new attitude towards labour, they form the 
business operators of the new .. type, n~w managers •. , The coopera
tives took the very first steps in the financial-credit and bank
ing field. The case in point is related to the commercial coope
rative banks, credit cooperatives, cooperative auditor firms. The 
new market sector taking hold of its niche should also form 
its ovm protective economic mechanisms of self-adapting and 
self-regulation. Important are the mechanisms of the social 
support, participation in the priority state social programs, 
i.e. the food, dwelling, public health, charity programs. As 
shown by the experience of the countries with the diverse forms 
of property, working out the lP,gal, ethical and moral norms 
fprming in combination the business-making honour code is extre
mely important. The new cooperatives like other kinds of the 
business-making activity.are assigned thelr own place in imple
mentation of the programs for transition to the market economics 
and antimonopoly :neasures. It is being specified in the legis
lative funda:nentals of t:1e business-making activity. 

~his is related to elimination of the additions, b~inging 
the statistical wethods in compliance v.ith the requirements 
of the international collations ~n terms of the criterion 
of the final consumption socio-economic efficiency. 

1) Cooperation, t~e system of the cooperatives in a broad sense 
of this concept as t~e embodi~ent of the collective property 
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The cooperatives will occupy the proper place among other 
kinds of the business-making activity and on the market provided • 
the activity of the small enterprises (small btIBiness) is done 
official by the legis~_ation. 

The small enterprises should contrinute to antimonopoliza
tion, creation of the normal conditions for the honest competi
tion. These enterprises should function mainly for the consu
mer 1 s market, in the science-intensive industries, constr ction 
and repair o:f dwelling. The active formation of the network of 
the small enterprises can drastically increase the number of 
the subjects pro~ucing the commodities and service~. (These 
enterprises yield approximately 20 to 25 percent of the pro
ducts and services). ~hus, the extra potentialities for employ
ment of the labour force are created~ 

The case in point is the use if' released in the event of the 
enterprises break-up into smaller tm.its of the lease associated 
with redeeming the basic funds, stock-holding, sale of the enter
prises into the private ownership, ot~er forms of depriving the 
state of its property. The small enterprises using mobility and 
methods of the flexible economic behaviour drastically increase 
the efficiency of utiliz.:ng the raw materials and labour re
sources, free production funds and capacities. 

As a result, responsibility, risk and competition, triad 
"interests-need-stimuli", s.cts as the decisive factors of forr.iing 
and improving the effectiveness of business-making. 

is, as a rule, a sufficiently mass phenomenon and move;nent 
e:!lbracing certain t;roups of the population with the co!!ll'?lon 
social and i~dustrial-econo~ic intarests. 
(.Jr.li trienko V. "Stio-;; ~.~e the Real C~operative ", "liew T i:-:ies'; 

~o. 51, page 33). 




